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Peter Vajda, Ph.D.

Author, Speaker, Facilitator, Coach
With over 25 years as an
educator, facilitator, coach
and consultant, Peter inspires
individuals and teams to
create healthier
organizational
environments.
Loaded with tools
and techniques, his
presentations and
workshops support
participants to make a
positive impact on
organizational culture.
Bottom line:
Unhealthy workplace environments
are the leading cause smart
organizations derail. Peter will
support your organization to be
both smart and healthy.

Peter’s audiences walk away with
strategies and skills designed to:
• increase commitment and buy-in
to change,
• create healthier relationships,
• implement self-management strategies leading
to more effective time management,
• reduce gossip and improve morale,
• proactively work from a place of integrity,
• effectively manage stress.

“You provided practical examples
that made the ‘head-nodders’
stop and think.”
Book Peter for your next event / meeting
770.804.9125
pvajda@truenorthpartnering.com

email Peter at PVajda@TrueNorthPartnering.com

PETER VAJDA provides customized keynotes,
break out sessions and workshops
Peter’s Most Requested Workshops:
Three Keys for Overcoming
Resistance to Change

Why do 70% of all change efforts fail? Because we're
conditioned to avoid and resist change. Common
strategies and approaches to change more often lead
to resentment, passive aggressiveness, sabotage and
defensive compliance. Are we sabotaging our own
or others' efforts to change? Are our personal or professional performance and production threatened by
our resistance and reluctance to change? Participants
explore the obstacles preventing them from embracing
change and learn proven and effective tools, techniques and practices to reduce and eliminate their
resistance to change and free them to be comfortable
with, and fully embrace change.

SELF - Management: The Key to
Effective Time Management

In spite of all the time management tools and techniques with which we're bombarded daily, we don't
seem to be improving on the efficiency with which we
live our lives. Each of us has three options: increase
the amount of available time we have, reduce the
number of tasks we choose to engage in or change
the amount of time we spend on a task (i.e., efficiency
and productivity). Our common strategy is to rob Peter
to pay Paul. Self-defeating trade-offs usually result
in giving up what we need most, e.g., exercise, "me"
time, sleep, personal growth, healthy relationships,
etc. Peter explores: Are you doing the right thing? Are
you doing things the right way? And, are you operating
at 100% productivity? That is, are you managing yourself in an optimal way in order to manage your time in
an optimal way?

Your workshop exceeded my expectations for me and my team. I loved the exercises,
and the positive energy of the facilitator.
Marilyn D., CIO, IT Dept; City of Chandler, AZ

Excellent presentation…we need a longer
session with this guy…the best approach to
turning off past programming in the everyday
work environment… thank you for these steps.
Roy B., Chair, National Association of

Retain Property Managers, Chesapeake, VA

I loved the session and the topic ... this was
right on point. We will need this for people
to maintain positive attitudes to carry out the
legacy of HR’s goals.
Janet H., Manager of Legal Support Services, Atlanta, GA

Your style and facilitation skills are
outstanding in bringing people to feel safe,
secure and comfortable as they work to
resolve their life challenges and problems.
I am much clearer in my goals and
objectives and how I plan to achieve them.
Judy R., Sedona, AZ

Connect with Peter
via LinkedIn, Twitter,
Facebook & YouTube
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